Vision from a
better angle
Comparing vision benefits gets easier once
you know what to look for

INTRO DU C TIO N

It’s what’s on the
inside that counts
Vision programs can look pretty similar at first
glance, but there’s actually a wider difference
than you may realize. To find the best possible
benefits for your employees, it helps to see vision
from a new perspective.
It’s easy to assume that same the rules for comparing health and
dental plans apply to vision benefits too. Premiums, spreadsheets
and formularies have served you well in the past. But to understand
what differentiates one vision benefit company from another, you
need to look deeper.
If all vision benefit companies look alike, this whitepaper can help.
We’ve identified the key areas of comparison that we believe matter
the most — the details and distinctions that often get missed during
an analysis. But, many are items employees desire or expect.
Even when premiums are relatively equal, you can gain more value
and more member satisfaction when you know how to evaluate
these three factors:
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Vision Networks
Vision Benefits
Vision Experience

VIS IO N NE T WO RKS

When evaluating
vision networks, size
isn’t all you should see
Network size is always important; but for vision,
it’s also about how the network operates
LO O K FO R S TRO N G IN-NE T WO RK USAG E
Sure, size matters with any vision network — but what also matters
is how often it’s used. Staying in-network is a good sign that
employees have the options they want and need. Vision care isn’t
as specialized as health and dental; there really shouldn’t be any
reason to need an out-of-network provider. Dental plans with a PPO
may only see 25% – 40% in-network utilization, while a vision plan
should expect 95% in-network usage (or more). 1,2

98%

EyeMed members who use
in-network providers 3

INDE PE NDE NT VS. RE TAIL PROVIDE RS

80%

Decision makers who believe
employees want a strong
mix of independent and
retail providers 3

Where consumers prefer to receive services 4
E YE E X AMS
Retail

31%

Independent

69%

BUYIN G FR AMES
52%

Retail
Independent

1 EyeMed, “Understanding the network of the future, today: Taking a bold new direction.”
2 2016 Workforce Vision Benefits Survey. 3 EyeMed book of business data, 2018.

48%

3 2016 Workforce Vision Benefits Survey. 4 Vision Watch — The Vision Council
Member Benefit Report Q3 2013.

MAK E SU RE “ IN-NE T WO RK” RE ALLY ME ANS
IN-NE T WO RK
Vision networks are being blurred by positioning out-of-network
providers as in-network providers, which can be challenging for
members. It’s not unusual for certain retail chains to be positioned
as in-network because the retail provider agrees to submit claims.
While this may make it feel like an in-network experience, members
may not experience the full value of their benefits since these retail
providers frequently don’t accept the same benefits and discounts
as in-network providers. For a true picture, 1) double check your
GeoAccess report (it spells out who is — and isn’t — in-network), and
2) verify that retail providers accept the same benefit schedule and
discounts as in-network providers.
THE MIX MAY MAT TE R M O RE THAN DIS RU P TIO N
Disruption is critical to comparing health and dental networks —
even a small difference can sway a decision. Not so much for vision,
where the mix of independent and retail providers tends to be more
meaningful. Other than pharmacy access, you probably don’t give
retail much thought in comparing health plans. With vision, retail is
half the story. Research shows that vision members want a strong
mix of both independent and retail providers to choose from, and feel
they shouldn’t have to choose or sacrifice one for the other. 5 Ask your
carrier to include every location and a breakdown of independent and
retail providers in their bid.

Decision makers who want to offer online
in-network options for contact lenses 5

67% of Millennials
prefer to shop
online rather than
in-store 6

81%

93%

Decision makers who want to offer online
in-network options for frames and lenses 5

5 2016 Workforce Vision Benefits Survey conducted by EyeMed and Workforce 6 “Ecommerce
Trends: 139 Stats Revealing How Modern Customers Shop in 2017”, BigCommerce.com study.

S H O P THE INTE RNE T, O N THE B IG G ES T NE T WO RK O F ALL
Vision members can use the internet to receive services in a way
that other benefits can’t. They can often fill eyewear prescriptions
and buy frames, lenses and contacts. The most progressive carriers
take it a step further —because as the workforce gets younger,
they’ll expect to use their in-network benefits online, just like they
would in a store.
Glasses.com, ContactsDirect.com, LensCrafters.com, TargetOptical.com
and even Ray-Ban.com were designed to do exactly this, with the
insurance customer in mind. These sites can make the experience
even more seamless with pricing that reflects real-time benefits.
Members simply shop, choose and buy, and their benefits are
automatically applied. Your program should allow employees to use
in-network benefits online.

Eyewear does more than satisfy a medical
need. It’s also a fashion accessory. So,
consumers have very different expectations
for how to meet both the medical needs and
their personal preferences.

B E C ARE FU L O F COS T- CUT TIN G THAT LIMIT S CH O ICE
All carriers try to control out-of-pocket costs for members, but how
they make things more affordable can be very different. The most
common strategy is to save money by limiting choices. We don’t
recommend this. Limits may not create value, but they may create
frustration, and restricting choice simply means that members often
do not get what they want.

HE RE ARE SO ME CH O ICES YO U S H O U LD E XPEC T:
Frames and lenses
Employees expect to be able to buy nearly any frames, lens or
contact lens without restrictions or tiers. To them, more choice
means more value.
Contact lens formularies
One popular carrier offers only 10 contact lens options in their
formulary. But when given complete freedom of choice, EyeMed
members choose those 10 options only 18% of the time.7 So, with the
limited formulary, members wouldn’t have been able to get their
preferred choice 4 out of 5 times.
Progressive lenses
Each member has specific — and in some cases, very advanced — eye
correction needs. Providers should have the freedom to address
those needs in the way they feel is best. Using restrictive progressive
lens formularies means members may be forced into outdated lens
technology that may not be the best solution for their needs. Having
more progressive lens options to choose from allows the provider to
recommend the solution they believe will be most effective.
Lens labs
Quality and speed can vary from lab to lab. Sometimes by a lot. So,
providers often have favorite labs they prefer to work with. Consider
asking carriers about lab restrictions. While some benefit companies
allow providers to select from over 100 labs, others restrict
providers to as few as 1 lab.

CO MPARE APPLES TO APPLES
WITH COS T SAVIN G S AND CH O ICE
Every carrier can cherry pick examples where they save more
than competitors. To truly compare savings, big data is more
accurate than a few “imaginary” scenarios. EyeMed uses
real-life data from millions of members to study exactly what
they’re buying and what they’re spending.

CH O OS IN G LE NS ES

42%

CH O OS IN G LO C ATIO NS
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Single vision
Contact lenses
Progressive lenses

2%
98%
In-network
Out-of-network

CH O OS IN G TO SAVE
Average savings off retail
for EyeMed members
(eyeglasses with an eye exam) *
* $10 exam copay; $120 frame allowance
7 EyeMed internal book of business claims analysis, 2016

71%

VIS IO N B E NE FIT S
E X TR A DISCO U NT S ARE A PATH TO E X TR A VALU E
Our experience shows that employees don’t stop with eyewear
basics. One may crave an expensive fashion brand name. Another
may need an anti-scratch coating for construction work. Yet another
may simply want prescription shades for the pool. The point is,
preferences can trump the pocketbook. When that happens (and it
will), it helps if your vision benefits offer extra savings to offset any
supplemental cost.
DISCO U NT S YO U S H O U LD AS K FO R:
Additional pair discounts
Most range from 20-30% off. Make sure the discount can be used
at any store, anytime. Some carriers only allow a same-day or same
store discount, but most people don’t think about an extra pair until
an emergency comes up later on.

E YE ME D ME MB E R DISCO U NT S
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Remaining balance discounts
When preferences boost the price tag beyond what benefits will
cover, a discount should still cover part of the difference. For example,
if a member has a $130 frame allowance, and buys a $150 frame,
the remaining balance is $20. With a 20% discount, their additional
discount reduces the out-of-pocket expenses by an additional $4, and
the member’s out-of-pocket cost is reduced to $16.
LASIK discounts
The goal of vision benefits should be to help members see what life
has to offer — however they want to do it. And that might mean not
wearing glasses or contacts at all.
Seasonal and special offers
Benefits don’t usually hand out even more savings on top of
standard discounts — but in EyeMed’s case, it matters a lot to
members. Through emails and a private special offers page, our
partners list their latest offers on frames, lenses, sunglasses,
supplies and more, so members can save throughout the year.

VIS IO N E XPE RIE NCE

When evaluating
vision benefits,
look beyond the
spreadsheet
Standard cost comparisons don’t tell the full story
of value; for a better buy, focus on choice
ME MB E RS E XPEC T M O RE CH O ICE FRO M VIS IO N
Vision does have a few things in common with health and dental.
For one, they all make health care more affordable. They also
involve prescriptions for medical devices or supplies. And they all
help improve overall wellness and workplace productivity.
HE RE ARE A FE W S IG NS THAT YO U R E MPLOYE ES WILL
B E PLE AS E D WITH YO U R CH O ICE O F C ARRIE RS:
Service awards or distinctions
Before you’re swayed by plaques or seals, find out exactly what
the award was for. One leading certification program, Benchmark
Portal, scores hundreds of call centers from dozens of industries,
using a variety of criteria.
U.S.-based service center
The service from an overseas center may be just fine — security is
the bigger issue. Groups have raised concerns about a higher risk of
data breaches and the ability to protect personal health information.

8 Purdue University Benchmark Portal independent assessment of call centers nationwide

E YE ME D CUS TO ME R E XPE RIE NCE HIG HLIG HT S

Service awards and
distinctions
EyeMed is consistently recognized by
Benchmark Portal as one of the highest
performing call centers in the country.8

U.S.-based service center
Our service center, based in Cincinnati,
OH, provides security for your personal
health information.

Extended service hours
Strong service centers, including ours,
are open at least 100 hours each week.

Extended service hours
Since many employees choose to get eye care and eyewear at
retail locations, it’s important that customer service hours match
store hours. If service representatives are available nights and
weekends, it improves the likelihood that members won’t get turned
away for service. After all, that’s when many people go see the eye
doctor, and that’s when verifications and approvals are called in.
But vision comparisons should account for something health
and dental don’t — what member want, not just what they need.
Corrective vision or medically-necessary vision may not call for
designer-brand frames or lens add-ons, but fashion and lifestyle
preferences demand them, and so many members are often
willing to buy up to get them. So, your vision benefits should have
options to meet those expectations — and more.
IS YO U R C ARRIE R RE ADY TO MAK E LIFE E ASY
FO R THE DIG ITAL G E NE R ATIO N? FIND O UT BY
AS K IN G 3 Q U ES TIO NS:
What kind of web capabilities do you have?
A simple website isn’t enough anymore. Members are asking for a
broad range of services from day one. Provider searches, benefit
details and availability of electronic ID cards are common basics.
Even better are extra support resources, like open enrollment videos,
interactive tools, searchable health and wellness education and
regular provider offers.
How deep does your provider search dig?
Finding quality eye care and your favorite eyewear isn’t like
searching for other health services. It’s almost like shopping. So,
while health and dental focus on zip codes and specialties, vision
searches should go deeper. Look for enhanced search capabilities
like hours of operation, digital technology and imaging services,
as well as brand preferences. The most advanced sites even let
members book an appointment right from the search.
How mobile are your benefits?
Apps, if done well, are a simple way to get and share information.
Right now, there are few in the vision benefits world, but they’re
quickly becoming must-haves.
9 2016 Workforce Vision Benefits Survey conducted by EyeMed and Workforce

M O B ILE APP FE ATU RES TO LO O K FO R
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Decision makers
who say employees
under 30 expect their
benefits to be mobile 9

A FINAL WO RD

When evaluating the
vision experience, set
your sights on easy
Everyone expects something different from their
benefits; ”simple“ is always a crowd pleaser.
LO O K B E YO ND THE T YPIC AL S E RVICE S TATIS TIC S
Great service is an easy claim, but a tough comparison. How do you
know which vision benefits really are easy to work with and easy to
use? You can never go wrong with member satisfaction statistics.
First call resolution time, claims processing speed and accuracy
are other solid benchmarks. But the roots of an amazing vision
experience are usually found elsewhere.

• O
 nline, in-network solutions, where employees can use their
benefits online and the site can apply the member’s benefits to
the cost
Evaluating benefits
• How member out-of-pocket costs are controlled without
unnecessary restrictions like frame towers or formularies
• Freedom of choice that lets employees or family members buy
what they want, where they want and when they want — including
nearly frame, any lens, or any contact lens
• Provider choice that allows providers to select from dozens of labs
to meet their expectations for quality and speed
• Additional discounts that help employees save more on extra pairs
or add-ons that meet their personal preferences
Evaluating experience
• Extended service hours that align with provider store hours —
especially evenings and weekends
• Web capabilities covering a breadth of services and resources
• Enhanced provider search with advanced criteria that mimics
consumer shopping habits
• Mobile solutions that help employees get information 24/7 and
on-the-go

LIFE G E T S E VE N E AS IE R O NLINE
Millennials are now our nation’s largest living generation. They’re
all about the experience and high expectations. They socialize, shop,
research and manage their lives on smartphones, tablets and
laptops — and expect their vision benefits to be just as connected.
To differentiate vision benefits, don’t follow the health and dental
playbook. Just look at vision from a new angle and look for these
value enhancers.
Evaluating networks
• Network with a high level of in-network utilization to gauge its size
and strength
• True in-network providers who administer in-network benefits,
verified by a GeoAccess report
• Strong mix of both independent providers and retail providers

We look forward to helping
you and your employees see
life to the fullest
To get started, visit
starthere.eyemed.com or
contact your EyeMed sales rep
WP-1906-CB-562

